1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Higher levels of anxiety, negative affect, and impaired emotion regulation are known to be associated with alcohol use disorder (AUD) and AUD severity and likely contribute to relapse and worse treatment outcomes ([@bib0008]; [@bib0011]; [@bib0034]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0067], [@bib0068]). Negative affect triggers craving and drinking behavior and is perpetuated by negative conditioning ([@bib0035]) even in the face of possible negative consequences and/or a desire to remain abstinent. We need to better understand the underlying neural process, however, and its clinical relevance.

Functional MRI (fMRI) can be used to measure changes in brain activation during tasks evoking negative affect in SUD and which engage emotion regulation neural circuitry ([@bib0067]). Numerous such studies have been performed in AUD and other SUD ([@bib0006]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0051]); also reviewed in ([@bib0067]). Contrary to what is seen in anxiety and depressive disorders, heightened activation of the amygdala and insula does not appear to be an essential component of negative affect states in SUD ([@bib0042]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0067]). Rather, in SUD, hypoactivation in the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex is more commonly observed, as well as an association between hypoactivation in these areas and worse treatment outcomes ([@bib0067]). However, to our knowledge, only one fMRI study using an anticipatory anxiety task in AUD has been performed to examine the relationship between brain activation and AUD diagnosis or AUD severity ([@bib0072]). This study demonstrated deactivation to a high-threat stimulus relative to low-threat in rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC)/ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) in AUD; controls did not demonstrate deactivation to high-threat.

Prazosin is an alpha-1 adrenergic antagonist used for the treatment of hyperarousal and night-mares in post-traumatic stress disorder and other anxiety or mood-related disorders ([@bib0020]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0055]). It is presently under study for AUD treatment and has shown some efficacy ([@bib0027]; [@bib0032]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0070]). Previous work has shown prazosin can normalize subjective response and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis blunting to stressful stimuli in AUD ([@bib0022]). However, to our knowledge, no previous work has shown how prazosin affects subjective anxiety or the brain\'s response during tasks evoking negative affect or anticipatory anxiety tasks, although we would surmise it is acting by normalizing this circuitry as well.

With the growing number of available medications available with modest efficacy available for AUD treatment ([@bib0046]) it is increasingly important for us to identify not only how a medication is working but in whom it will be more likely to work best, as this can help guide clinical decision making. Measuring brain activation during an anticipatory anxiety task could identify individuals more likely to respond to prazosin. If prazosin is acting to normalize function in brain circuits it may also be true that individuals with the most deficient function in these brain circuits would be most likely to respond to treatment.

In this study, our first aim was to report on the brain activation patterns during an anticipatory anxiety task in an independent sample of individuals with AUD and determine if the activation patterns mirrored those observed in previous work ([@bib0072]). We hypothesized that deactivation to high-threat versus low-threat in PCC and rACC/vmPFC would be observed in AUD compared to controls. Our second aim was to measure the effects of prazosin on these neuroimaging metrics ([@bib0070]). We expected that prazosin would be associated with normalization of the aforementioned neural signatures (less deactivation to high-threat vs. low-threat) and reduction in subjective anxiety during the task. Finally, our third aim was to explore whether greater dysfunction in the involved neural circuits or greater anticipatory anxiety would predict a more robust response to prazosin.

2. Material and methods {#sec0002}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#sec0003}
-----------------

Participants were 34 (64.7% male) treatment-seeking individuals between the ages of 18 and 59 (mean 39.2 ± 11.4) with AUD who participated in a clinical trial of prazosin for the treatment of AUD results for and details about which are published elsewhere ([@bib0070]). In brief, 36 individuals with current alcohol dependence were included in the parent study, but one participant was excluded from the present analyses as they declined participation in the imaging study due to claustrophobia and another due to enlarged brain ventricles. Participants were excluded from the trial if they were currently receiving alcohol treatment; currently taking anti-depressant, anti-craving, anxiolytic, anti-psychotic, mood stabilizing, or anti-convulsant medications; had any severe neurologic, cardiac, hepatic, or renal medical issues or any other serious medical conditions requiring immediate treatment; comorbid diagnoses of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, bipolar I disorder, or dependence on another drug other than nicotine or cannabis; had suicidal thoughts during the past month; had any contraindications to fMRI; or were currently pregnant. This study utilized data obtained at the baseline visit and second scan session only. All participants underwent a baseline fMRI scan prior to initiation of study medications (either prazosin or placebo) and 23 underwent a second scan approximately 3 weeks after the initial brain scan, the procedures for which were identical.

2.2. Trial procedures {#sec0004}
---------------------

The study protocol was approved by the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center Human Resources and Review Committee, the local Institutional Review Board, and the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Declaration. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants in the study.

Once it was confirmed participants qualified for the study, they had a visit prior to the first scan session to prepare them for the stress task used during the fMRI, including temperature calibration and a preview run of the task for conditioning (see the Anticipatory Anxiety Task section for more details on this task).

Participants started medication after the first scan and returned approximately three weeks later for their second scan after having titrated up to a total of 16 mg daily dose, averaging 22.4 days (± 2.9) between medication start date and the second scan. Four COMBINE Medical Management visits ([@bib0003]) occurred between the first and second scan. A manuscript summarizing the methods and results of the clinical trial are published elsewhere ([@bib0070]).

2.3. Measures {#sec0005}
-------------

The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Disorders (SCID) ([@bib0036]) was administered to all participants at the initial visit. All participants received a urine toxicology screen, a breath alcohol concentration (BAC) (excluded for BAC \> 0.01), and a Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment of Alcohol Scale ([@bib0060])(CIWA; excluded for score \> 8) prior to the imaging sessions.

The Timeline Follow-back calendar was used to determine alcohol and other drug usage during the previous 90 days ([@bib0057]) and throughout the study. Drinks per week (DPW), drinks per drinking day (DPDD), and percent days abstinent (PDA) were calculated from these data in the 90 days prior to the screen visit (BL90) and in the 90 days prior to the scan (Scan90).

Participants completed a series of measures addressing different aspects of AUD severity including our primary measures: the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT), a standard screening tool for AUD ([@bib0007]); and the Drinkers Inventory of Consequences (DRINC) which addresses consequences of heavy drinking (DrInC-2R) ([@bib0021]).

Primary measures of emotion regulation were the Affective Lability Scale (AffLab) ([@bib0038]) and of negative affect the PROMIS Anxiety (PrAnx), Depression (PrDep) and Anger (PrAng) T scores ([@bib0050]). The State-Trait Anxiety Index (STAI) ([@bib0059]) (for which the Trait subscale was used for this portion of the study) the Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition (BDI) ([@bib0047]) were also administered.

2.4. Anticipatory anxiety task {#sec0006}
------------------------------

This fMRI task was designed after a task used in previous work ([@bib0072], [@bib0074]). In brief, this was an anticipatory anxiety task during which participants were presented with a series of either a high-threat or a low-threat conditioned stimulus (CS) (circle or square) followed by application of an unpleasant or neutral unconditioned stimulus (US). Specifically, the high-threat CS signaled either the application of a non-painful (low heat) or painful (high heat) stimulus whereas the low-threat CS indicated that the low heat temperature would consistently follow. Heat stimuli were delivered with a thermode to the forearm ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1This figure is a schemata for the anticipatory anxiety task, and is an example for a participant who was randomized to have the square be their high-threat CS.Fig. 1

Temperature calibration, which occurred a day or two before the first scan, determined participant heat sensitivity and trained them in the anticipatory anxiety task. During calibration, a computerized thermal stimulator (Pathway Pain & Sensory Evaluation System, Medoc Ltd.) delivered heat to participants' left inner forearm with a 30×30-mm square ATS (Advanced Thermal Stimulation) thermode. Heat sensitivity was determined by slowly increasing the thermode temperature from 30 °C to the maximum threshold of 50 °C, and participants were asked to click a mouse button when they felt that the thermode would burn them if it got any hotter (the increase in heat stopped when the mouse was clicked). This process was repeated four times, and the mean of the final three measurements was determined to be the pain threshold or high heat temperature. Low heat temperatures were set at 7.5 °C cooler and baseline temperatures at an additional 10 °C cooler.

After calibration was complete, participants underwent a conditioning session in which they performed one run of the anticipatory anxiety task and learned which shape (square or circle) was their threat shape; i.e., which conditioned stimulus (CS) would predict the uncertain onset of the painful unconditioned stimulus (US), the high-threat CS. The threat shape (square or circle) was pseudo-randomized between participants (balanced within condition assignment and presence or absence of anxiety disorder). The high-threat CS signaled application of either the low or high heat. The other shape was a low-threat CS which indicated that the low heat temperature would consistently follow. Each run of the stress task included 18 trials. Each trial had two periods: presentation of the high-threat or low-threat shape (CS for 8, 10, or 12 s, allowing jitter between the onset of CS and US) followed by the high or low heat US while the CS remained on the screen (8 s), and an inter-trial period (jittered 9--11 s) (see [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). Heat stimulus increased from baseline by 7.9 °C per second for high heat and by 4.5 °C/sec for low heat, remained at the peak temperature for 3 s, and returned to baseline. At each scan, participants underwent two full (18 trial) runs of the task and were asked at the end of each run about anxiety and pain experienced (see next section for details). High-threat and low-threat shapes alternated in a pseudo-randomized fashion over each run (9 high-threat and 9 low-threat per run), and the high or low heat US was pseudo-randomized within presentations of the high-threat shape (with 5 high heat US in the first run and 4 high heat US in the second run).

2.5. Anticipatory anxiety task subjective anxiety measures {#sec0007}
----------------------------------------------------------

Anticipatory anxiety was assessed subjectively at the end of each scan run by asking participants the amount of anxiety experienced to high-threat and low-threat CS ("How much anxiety did you feel when you saw this shape (the shapes were presented with the question below)?" with 1= "Not at all anxious" and 5 = "Extremely anxious") and amount of pain experienced to high heat and to low heat ("How intense was the pain you felt with the high/low heat?" with 1= "Not at all painful" and 5 = "Extremely painful").

2.6. MR imaging and analyses {#sec0008}
----------------------------

Imaging data were collected on a Siemens 3 Tesla Tim Trio system using a 12 channel head coil. Structural images were collected with a multi-echo MPRAGE T~1~ sequence \[TR (repetition time) = 2.53 s; TEs (echo time) = 1.64, 3.5, 5.36, 7.22, and 9.08 ms; flip angle = 7^○^; NEX (number of excitations) = 1; slice thickness = 1 mm; FOV (field of view) = 256 mm; resolution = 256×256; voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm\] and functional images with echo-planar images (TR = 2000 ms; TE = 29 ms; flip angle = 75^◦^; FOV = 240 mm; matrix size = 64 × 64; voxel size = 3.75 × 3.75 × 4.55 mm; slices = 33). Motion parameters were estimated from a rigid registration of subsequent images to the first image. All participants were analyzed for excessive motion (greater than three times the interquartile range on two or more of six parameters) compared to the rest of their cohort and none were determined to have excessive head motion using these criteria.

The AFNI software package ([@bib0013]) was used to process functional images using standard pre-processing techniques (slice-time correction, motion correction, 6 mm Gaussian full-width half-maximum spatial filter, and spatial normalization to Talairach space). A deconvolution analysis with 9 interval piecewise linear splines (tent functions) time locked to the TR (2 s) was performed on resulting images using AFNI.

Regressors in the deconvolution were tied to the onset time for several stimuli listed as follows: high pain, low pain, high threat (high threat CS followed by high pain US and high threat CS followed by low pain US as a single regressor), low threat/low pain (low threat CS followed by low pain US). Varying CS and inter-trial interval lengths (described in the Anticipatory Anxiety Task section) were designed to prevent collinearity of the CS and US regressors. The analyses also included 12 motion regressors (3 rotational, 3 translational and their derivatives). Beta estimates for regressors of interest \[high threat/high pain, high threat/low pain, low threat/low pain\] were first normalized by the model estimate of the baseline and averaged separately within 2 epochs \[the early phase (2--6 s), the middle phase (6--10 s)\] post-CS onset resulting in percent signal change (PSC) maps.

The reason two epochs were examined (early phase and middle phase) was that we did not know if there would be different timings of BOLD response to stimuli depending on clinical characteristics or across brain regions ([@bib0002]; [@bib0010]) or what the shape of the hemodynamic function would be during this particular task. We did not expect the hemodynamic response function to necessarily follow a typical discrete event-evoked course, since the CS lasted for seconds. Relatedly, because of its length, there may have been more than one psychological process being elicited over the course of the cue presentation.

Paired t-tests were performed on the resulting early and middle phase PSC maps (high threat vs. low threat). Results from the paired t-tests (T maps) were corrected for false positives at alpha \< 0.05 based on 10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations using spherical autocorrelation (individual voxel level *p*\<0.005; minimum cluster size = 2175 microliters) within a white matter exclusion mask. The exclusion mask was derived from a spatially normalized atlas (FS_Desai_PM from AFNI) containing probabilistic maps of 40 ROI originally parcellated by FreeSurfer ([@bib0015]). Voxels that exceeded 80% probability of being in white matter or the ventricles (with the exception of 5th ventricle) were first selected to form a template mask, which was then dilated and eroded by 2 mm to fill small holes and smooth edges (more details on this mask in ([@bib0065])). PSC values from the resulting significant regions were averaged within said regions and then carried forward into subsequent clinical analyses.

Unexpectedly, we did not observe effects in vmPFC in our whole brain analysis (see Results). A post-hoc regions of interest (ROI) analysis using anatomical masks of four regions was therefore performed (vmPFC-AL, vmPFC-BL, vmPFC-AR, vmPFC-BR; vmPFC-*A* = subcallosal & more posterior than vmPFC-B; a left and right region of each was examined separately) ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). Anatomical masks were derived from the FSL Harvard-Oxford Atlas ([@bib0017]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0039]). PSC from the aforementioned deconvolution analyses were averaged within these ROI to be carried forward into subsequent paired T-test and clinical analyses.Fig. 2vmPFC-A in yellow (BAs: 11,24,25); vmPFC-B in red (BAs: 10,11). Regions are apriori anatomical masks derived from the FSL Harvard-Oxford Atlas ([@bib0017]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0039]). Slice coordinates are given in Talairach space.Fig. 2

For the whole brain and ROI analyses, PSC in selected regions were obtained at a second scan (Scan 2) performed 3 weeks after initiation of prazosin. PSC from Scan 2 images were obtained by performing the same preprocessing and level 1 (deconvolution) analyses described above, and then taking a binary mask derived from the regions in which there was a significant difference between high-threat and low-threat on the paired T-test, obtained from the Scan 1 whole brain analysis, or by using the same vmPFC binary masks utilized in the ROI analysis.

2.7. Cerebral blood flow analyses {#sec0009}
---------------------------------

A pulsed Arterial Spin Labeling (pASL) image was acquired to quantify relative cerebral blood flow (CBF) \[Siemens PICORE; 52 pairs of label/control axial images; TR =4000 ms; TE = 12 ms; TI1 = 700 ms; TI2 = 1800 ms; label thickness = 100 mm; voxel size = 3.75×3.75×5.00 mm\]. All images were 2D and 3D registered to the reference image to account for subject motion. Each pair of labeled images were subtracted from the control images after which a single mean perfusion image was calculated. CBF was calculated using in-house software following ([@bib0063]) with a blood/tissue water partition coefficient of 0.9 mL/g and inversion efficiency of 0.95. However, to account for slice distance from the inversion slab, TI2  was increased by 42.5 ms at each slice inferior to superior. CBF images spatially normalized to Talairach space.

A final exploratory analyses using baseline CBF to correct for overall changes in blood flow was performed, due to the known vasodilatory effects of prazosin on the cardiovascular system. It has been proposed that effects of medications on blood flow should be considered during pharmacological fMRI studies, as has been done in previous work ([@bib0028]; [@bib0071]) to attempt to parse the neural mechanisms of a medication from vascular mechanisms ([@bib0049]). CBF may indicate effects from the vascular endpoints of drug actions, ([@bib0033]; [@bib0043]) and may be altered by changes in BP ([@bib0029]; [@bib0062]),whereas BOLD signal is ideally primarily representing effects on neuronal endpoints. BOLD signal may not be independent of CBF ([@bib0061]) although the degree to which alterations in baseline CBF affect BOLD signal is unknown, and possibly insignificant ([@bib0037]), which is why this was not corrected for in our primary analysis.

2.8. Statistical modeling {#sec0010}
-------------------------

Latent growth modeling was used to explore whether brain activation or subjective ratings of anxiety during the task moderated response to medication in predicting changes in drinking over time, or drinking trajectories, with Mplus Version 8 software. PDA was the only outcome variable for which analyses converged, so we chose to run all analyses for Aim 3 with this outcome variable only. We modeled trajectories in PDA over time as quadratic functions (PDA at baseline over the previous 90 days, PDA from 0--2 weeks, PDA from 2--4 weeks and PDA from 4--6 weeks following medication initiation) as outcomes. Predictors were medication condition and one of five variables obtained at the initial scan visit: three imaging variables that emerged from the fMRI analyses described below, subjective anxiety to high threat minus low threat, and subjective anxiety to high threat (total of five analyses performed). An interaction effect (treatment condition\*imaging variables) was also included as a predictor. Simple slopes analyses for significant interactions were performed by estimating multiple group latent growth curve models with treatment condition as the grouping variable.

3. Results {#sec0011}
==========

3.1. Clinical results {#sec0012}
---------------------

Participants were 50% Caucasian, 23.5% Native American, 2.9% Asian, 14.6% mixed/other, and 8.8% did not report their race; 38.2% were of Hispanic/Latino ethnicity. 14.6% of participants were unemployed and had 14.1 ± 1.9 years of education. 38.2% of participants were smokers.

At the time of the baseline scan, all individuals had a BAC level \<0.01, all individuals had a CIWA of less than 4 (0.79 ± 1.07), 6 individuals had a urine positive for THC, and 3 individuals had a urine positive for benzodiazepines. However, all participants stated they had not used any illicit drugs in the 24 h before the scan. Finally, 6 individuals reported drinking alcohol within 24 h of the scan (1, 2, 3, 3.2, 5, and 12.7 standard drinks, respectively). Please see supplemental materials for additional clinical characteristics of the participants.

There were no significant differences between groups on key demographic variables either when they were analyzed for the entire sample ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}) or in the subgroup that followed up for the second scan (*n* = 11 prazosin, *n* = 12 placebo).Table 1Participant Characteristics by Medication Group \[*m* (*SD)*\].Table 1MeasurePrazosin (*n* = 18)Placebo (*n* = 16)Age38.6 (12.4)39.9 (10.6)Gender (% male)66.762.5Years Education13.79 (1.69)14.41 (2.17)AUDIT21.24 (7.60)20.44 (6.92)DPDD (90 days pre-Scan 1)8.33 (4.46)8.47 (4.60)DPW (90 days pre-Scan 1)34.54 (25.62)27.24 (18.06)PDA (90 days pre-Scan 1)37.10 (30.43)43.33 (34.03)CIWA (Scan 1)0.78 (1.11)0.81 (1.05)CIWA (Scan 2)0.93 (1.34)1.08 (1.31)STAI Trait36.17 (10.63)41.13 (11.51)STAI State (Scan 1)31.50 (9.59)34.88 (11.12)STAI State (Scan 2)29.93 (9.16)33.33 (9.70)BDI (Scan 1)7.89 (7.75)10.63 (6.71)ALS27.56 (10.15)27.75 (9.84)PROMIS Anxiety (Scan 1)14.61 (6.66)16.19 (5.55)PROMIS Anxiety (Scan 2)12.47 (4.64)13.08 (3.80)PROMIS Depression (Scan 1)12.83 (5.00)16.00 (7.43)PROMIS Depression (Scan 2)10.40 (3.00)13.17 (6.21)PROMIS Anger (Scan 1)16.44 (5.98)16.88 (5.73)PROMIS Anger (Scan 2)15.53 (5.82)15.25 (3.82)High Heat Threshold ( °C)46.90 (2.88)48.02 (2.55)Threat Shape (number circle)87Scan 1 HT Anxiety2.44 (0.98)2.56 (1.08)Scan 2 HT Anxiety1.86 (1.16)2.87 (0.96)Scan 1 LT Anxiety1.33 (0.54)1.38 (0.56)Scan 2 LT Anxiety1.18 (0.34)1.42 (0.51)Scan 1 high heat Pain2.90 (1.17)3.38 (1.20)Scan 2 high heat Pain2.41 (1.28)3.17 (0.94)Scan 1 low heat Pain1.19 (0.39)1.44 (0.91)Scan 2 low heat Pain1.18 (0.34)1.29 (0.45)[^1][^2]

3.2. Behavioral results {#sec0013}
-----------------------

Anxiety ratings are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} and demonstrated no significant differences between the prazosin and placebo groups during Scan 1. Two 2 × 2 ANOVAs were performed. One for self-reported pain \[Self-reported pain factors: Pain (high-heat versus low heat) and Condition (prazosin versus placebo)\] and another for self-reported anxiety \[Self-reported anxiety factors: Anxiety (high-threat versus low-threat) and Condition (prazosin versus placebo)\]. For neither of the analyses were the interaction terms or condition significant. However, both the Anxiety and Pain factors were significant (*p* = 0.000). Post hoc tests revealed that greater levels of anxiety were observed during high-threat (mean 2.44, SD 0.98) compared to low-threat (mean 1.33, SD 0.54) stimuli (*p* \<0.001, T 7.72) and pain during high-heat (mean 2.90, SD 1.17) compared to low-heat (mean 1.19, SD 0.39) stimuli (*p*\<0.001, T 9.453).

3.3. Aim 1 results: brain areas showing a significant difference in activation between high-threat and low-threat stimulus {#sec0014}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No significant effects of threat stimulus type on bold signal were found during the early phase (2--6 s post-stimulus onset) using whole brain analyses. During the middle phase (6--10 s post stimulus onset), deactivation ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}a--c) for high-threat relative to low-threat was observed within the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus/cuneus (herein referred to as PCC); BAs 29,18,31,7; cluster size 6541 µl) (mean high-threat PSC −0.153, SD 0.187; mean low-threat PSC −0.015, SD 0.176) and in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC); right middle and superior frontal gyrus, BA 8,6; cluster size 2457 µl) (mean high-threat PSC −0.081, SD 0.157; mean low-threat PSC 0.014, SD 0.150).Fig. 3a. Baseline (Scan 1) Imaging Results (Aim 1). During the middle phase (6--10 s post stimulus onset), deactivation for high-threat relative to low-threat was observed within the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus/cuneus (PCC; BAs 29,18,31,7; cluster size 6541 µl) (mean high-threat PSC −0.153, SD 0.187; mean low-threat PSC −0.015, SD 0.176) and in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and right middle and superior frontal gyrus (dlPFC; BAs 8,6; cluster size 2457 µl) (mean high-threat PSC −0.081, SD 0.157; mean low-threat PSC 0.014, SD 0.150). Slice coordinates are given in Talairach space.b. Box plots depicting PSC for high-threat (HT), low-threat (LT) and the difference between them (HT-LT) for the dlPFC and PCC during the middle phase for all participants at Scan 1. The center line depicts the median. Circles represent outliers with values between 1.5 and 3 times the interquartile range.c. Mean impulse response function graphs for PCC for all participants at Scan 1.d. Mean impulse response function graphs for dlPFC for all participants at Scan 1.Fig. 3

Since there were null results in the vmPFC, post-hoc ROI analyses of anatomic vmPFC regions were performed using a binary mask from the FSL Harvard-Oxford Atlas as described in the methods ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}, Table S1). The vmPFC-AL early phase signal showed deactivation for high-threat and activation to low-threat and a significant difference between the two stimuli (mean high-threat PSC −0.133, SD 0.697; mean low-threat PSC 0.162, SD 0.798; *T*=−3.805, *p* = 0.001). During the early phase, within vmPFC-BL, deactivation for high-threat and activation to low-threat and a significant difference between the two stimuli was also observed (mean high-threat PSC −0.136, SD 0.857; mean low-threat PSC 0.236, SD 0.824; *T*=−2.411, *p* = 0.022). Because we performed 8 tests (an early and middle phase for 4 vmPFC ROI\'s), we only considered the effects in vmPFC-AL to be significant (Bonferroni correction of 0.00625), and therefore carried only this region forward of the vmPFC regions for Aims 2 and 3 ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}a,b).Fig. 4a. Box plots depicting PSC for high-threat (HT), low-threat (LT) and the difference between them (HT-LT) for the percent signal change in left ventromedial PFC during the early phase (vmPFC-AL; yellow region in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) for all participants at Scan 1. The center line depicts the median. Circles represent outliers with values between 1.5 and 3 times the interquartile range. Stars represent outliers with values more than 3 times the interquartile range.b. Mean impulse response function graphs for vmPFC-AL for all participants at Scan 1.Fig. 4

3.4. Aim 2 results: effects of prazosin on identified clusters/regions of interest during threat and in-scan subjective anxiety measures {#sec0015}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Twelve of the individuals assigned to placebo and 11 of those assigned to prazosin had a second fMRI scan (Scan 2). To determine effects of prazosin on subjective anxiety during the anticipatory anxiety task and BOLD signal to high-threat relative to low-threat (HT-LT) in PCC, dlPFC and vmPFC-AL, we performed a series of 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVAs with Scan (1 vs. 2) as a within subjects factor, and Condition (prazosin vs. placebo) as a between subjects factor. Given the group baseline differences in PSC in some of the ROIs in these ANOVAs, we also performed a series of simple regressions, using Scan 2 PSC (HT-LT) during the scan as the dependent variable, and Scan 1 PSC (HT-LT) during the scan and condition (prazosin vs. placebo) as predictors. We did a similar series of analyses for subjective anxiety to high-threat or to HT-LT during the scan.

Prazosin reduced the subjective experience of anxiety to high-threat compared to placebo (beta=−0.354, *p* = 0.041), but there were no significant effects of prazosin on brain activation (HT-LT) in any of our regions of interest by regression or ANOVA. ([Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, Figure S1).Table 2Table showing effects of prazosin versus placebo on brain activation and subjective anxiety during the anticipatory anxiety task.Table 2Repeated Measures ANOVARegressionPlacebo Scan 1Placebo Scan 2Prazosin Scan 1Prazosin Scan 2Fac\*Cond F/pMean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Cond β/pPCC HT-LT3.386/0.080−0.065 (0.047)−0.116 (0.071)−0.233 (0.049)−0.053 (0.074)0.052/0.671dlPFC HT-LT1.818/0.192−0.052 (0.028)−0.021 (0.039)−0.132 (0.029)−0.011 (0.040)0.015/0.810vmPFC HT-LT1.849/0.188−0.204 (0.115)−0.154 (0.197)−0.336 (0.120)0.092 (0.206)0.242/0.264Anxiety HT2.870/0.1052.708 (0.304)2.875, (0.306)2.364 (0.317)1.864 (0.320)−0.354/0.041Anxiety HT-LT2.949/0.1011.250 (0.258)1.458 (0.298)1.136 (0.270)0.682 (0.311)−0.332/0.072[^3]Fig. 5This figure depicts effects of prazosin on the subjective experience of anxiety to high-threat during the anticipatory anxiety task. Statistical values for an ANOVA and regression are presented (see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 5

3.5. Aim 3 results: moderators of treatment outcome to prazosin {#sec0016}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Latent growth curve modeling was utilized to probe for moderators of prazosin treatment outcome trajectories (PDA over time during treatment). Five analyses were run with the following variables (obtained at baseline) probed as moderators: vmPFC-AL HT-LT, dlPFC HT-LT, PCC HT-LT, subjective anxiety to high-threat, subjective anxiety to high-threat minus low-threat. A significant condition (prazosin vs. placebo)\*baseline variable interaction term for vmPFC-AL (*p* = 0.005) and subjective anxiety to high-threat (*p* = 0.028) was observed ([Figs. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"},[7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}; model fit statistics in Table S2), indicating that both of these variables were moderators of treatment outcome.Fig. 6This figure depicts drinking trajectories in percent days abstinent over six weeks, to explore the significant interaction effect for condition (prazosin vs. placebo)\*subjective anxiety ratings (Anx) during high-threat. High versus Low Anx is defined by a median split.Fig. 6Fig. 7a. This figure depicts drinking trajectories in percent days abstinent over six weeks, to explore the significant interaction effect for condition (prazosin vs. placebo)\*percent signal change in left ventromedial PFC during the early phase (vmAL; yellow region in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) during high-threat relative to low-threat stimuli. High versus Low vmAL is defined by a median split.b. Mean impulse response function graphs for vmPFC-AL for the 17 participants with the highest vmPFC-AL PSC values at Scan 1.c. Mean impulse response function graphs for vmPFC-AL for the 17 participants with the lowest vmPFC-AL PSC values at Scan 1.Fig. 7

Simple slopes analyses indicated that there was a significant positive effect of subjective anxiety to high-threat on the slope of PDA in the prazosin group (B(SE) = 6.04 (2.86), *p* = 0.035). Thus, higher reactivity to threat was associated with more days abstinent on prazosin, whereas lower reactivity to threat was associated with less days abstinent on prazosin. In the placebo group there was no relation between subjective anxiety to high threat and the slope of PDA (B(SE) = −4.60 (2.83), *p* = 0.10). ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"})

Simple slopes analyses also indicated that there was also a significant positive effect of activation in vmPFC-AL on the slope of PDA in the prazosin group (B(SE) = 11.72 (4.86), *p* = 0.016). Thus higher deactivation to threat was associated with less days abstinent on prazosin, whereas lower deactivation to threat was associated with more days abstinent on prazosin. In the placebo group, there was a negative effect of activation in vmPFC-AL on the slope of PDA in the placebo group (B(SE) = −12.37 (6.12), *p* = 0.043) indicating that higher deactivation to threat was associated with more days abstinent on prazosin, by contrast. ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"})

In summary, those with lower subjective experience of anticipatory anxiety and those with more deactivation to high-threat relative to low threat were less likely to improve on prazosin over six weeks of treatment.

3.6. Cerebral blood flow results {#sec0017}
--------------------------------

To explore whether the effects of prazosin on BOLD signal might be confounded by changes in baseline cerebral blood flow, we ran a series of repeated measures ANOVAs with Scan (1 vs. 2) as a within subjects factor, and Condition (prazosin vs. placebo) as a between subjects factor for CBF within the three ROI\'s of interest ([Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). These analyses indicated that prazosin reduced CBF within the PCC, but increased CBF within dlPFC and vmPFC-AL.Table 3Table showing effects of prazosin versus placebo on cerebral blood flow.Table 3Effects prazosin on CBFRepeated Measures ANOVARegressionPlacebo Scan 1Placebo Scan 2Prazosin Scan 1Prazosin Scan 2Fac\*Cond F/pMean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Cond B/pPCC6.367/0.02043.997 (5.009)50.716 (4.388)50.652 (5.232)45.773 (4.583)−0.322/0.034dlPFC4.674/0.04224.611 (3.927)23.739 (3.670)24.975 (4.101)30.796 (3.833)0.267/0.031vmPFC-AL7.060/0.01540.538 (2.064)32.588 (2.787)39.067 (2.155)42.385 (2.910)0.497/0.016

Having observed that there was an effect of prazosin on CBF, post-hoc analyses (2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA and regression to examine effects of prazosin on PSC) were conducted using change in CBF as a covariate (Scan 2 minus Scan 1; [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}). These analyses indicated that the sizes of effects and directionality of effects of prazosin on BOLD signal in PCC to high-threat were still not significant.Table 4Effects of prazosin on PSC using change in CBF as a covariate.Table 4CBF Scan 2 minus Scan 1 as a covariateRepeated Measures ANOVARegressionPlacebo Scan 1Placebo Scan 2Prazosin Scan 1Prazosin Scan 2Fac\*Cond F/pMean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Mean (SE)Cond B/pPCC HT-LT1.845/0.190−0.075 (0.051)−0.110 (0.078)−0.222 (0.054)−0.059 (0.082)0.042/0.756dlPFC HT-LT2.923/0.103−0.049 (0.030)−0.035 (0.040)−0.136 (0.032)0.005 (0.042)0.0184/0.499vmPFC-AL HT-LT2.186/0.155−1.61 (0.125)−0.161 (0.218)−0.383 (0.131)0.099 (0.229)0.296/0.255

4. Discussion {#sec0018}
=============

In summary, we observed several key findings. The first was that, in line with previous work in AUD ([@bib0072]) a conditioned stimulus predicting onset of an uncertain possibly painful stimulus (high-threat) was associated with greater deactivation in PCC and vmPFC relative to a low-threat stimulus. Greater deactivation to uncertain threat in right dlPFC was also observed in our sample. Second, prazosin was associated with a reduction in subjective levels of anticipatory anxiety during the task to the high-threat stimulus over three weeks of prazosin treatment. However, our original hypotheses that prazosin treatment would be associated with "normalization" of brain circuitry as represented by less deactivation to high threat relative to low threat was not supported. Third, and perhaps most importantly, we observed that lower levels of subjective anxiety to high-threat and greater deactivation to high threat relative to low threat in ventromedial prefrontal cortex prior to treatment initiation predicted a poor treatment response to prazosin relative to placebo over six weeks of treatment.

That high threat resulted in deactivation in PCC and vmPFC replicates findings from previous work using a similar task is notable ([@bib0072]). These regions are both considered to be key nodes of the default mode network (DMN) ([@bib0023]) which tends to be deactivated during executive control, and during attention-demanding tasks, but activated during introspection and mind-wandering. Deactivation in DMN to high-threat could be due to engagement of top-down cognitive control processes, induced by preoccupation about the upcoming unconditioned stimulus. Previous work which included healthy controls showed that deactivation in these regions was unique to AUD ([@bib0072]; [@bib0074]). Other work has shown that greater deactivation to stressful stimuli (using a personalized stress script) in vmPFC is associated with greater risk of relapse in AUD ([@bib0052]). Much of the work in AUD and other substance use disorders (SUD) has shown greater activation throughout the brain to stressful stimuli compared to neutral stimuli in several prefrontal cortical regions ([@bib0019]; [@bib0067]), which contradicts with our results, but the design of many of these tasks involved exposure to aversive stimuli, which is quite different from our task, which elicited anticipatory anxiety. Deactivation in right DLPFC to high-threat stimuli, relative to low-threat was also observed, and similar findings have been observed in other work as well ([@bib0044]). However, this finding is challenging to interpret, as this was not observed in the previous study in AUD using an anticipatory anxiety task ([@bib0072]), and is somewhat contradictory in light of the fact that this region is usually considered part of the executive control network and usually activation in this region is observed during deactivation of the DMN (e.g. one would expect opposite patterns, not similar ones) ([@bib0023], [@bib0044]).

Greater deactivation to threat and other stress-inducing or aversive stimuli has also been observed in controls and other related psychiatric disorders. For example, individuals with post-traumatic stress disorder have greater deactivation to stressful relative to neutral stimuli in medial PFC ([@bib0031]) and greater deactivation in vmPFC during anticipation of unpredictable threatening compared to non-threatening stimuli ([@bib0026]) (the latter of which was also related to hyperarousal). Several studies have been done with the Montreal Imaging Stress Task (MIST) task, and deactivation to stressful stimuli has been observed in limbic areas, vmPFC (medio-orbitofrontal cortex), and ACC in healthy controls ([@bib0001]; [@bib0016]), in several limbic areas in nicotine users ([@bib0014]) and in limbic regions, striatum and some frontal areas in individuals with schizotypy ([@bib0058]).

Norepinephrine is released into the PFC during stress ([@bib0040]), which, when excessive, could enhance reward processing and dopamine release in the striatum ([@bib0041]) and impair cognitive functioning mediated by the prefrontal cortex ([@bib0004], [@bib0009], [@bib0030], [@bib0075]). Especially relevant to our study, excessive release could also cause elevations in anxiety and negative affect ([@bib0005]). All of these effects could have negative impacts on addictive behaviors ([@bib0041], [@bib0066], [@bib0067]). Prazosin, an alpha 1 antagonist which shows some evidence of efficacy in AUD and other addictive disorders ([@bib0027]; [@bib0032]; [@bib0069]) could be reducing drinking by any of these mechanisms. We hypothesized that prazosin would normalize the subjective experience of threat, and the magnitude of the brain\'s response to threatening stimuli in AUD. In line with our hypotheses, prazosin reduced subjective anxiety in anticipation of the high-threat stimulus. However, prazosin did not affect brain activity patterns. One possible explanation for this is that prazosin acts on a different circuit in AUD to reduce drinking than the one we were probing with the anticipatory anxiety task (either a brain region or network which is involved in processing stress or negative affect but which was not activated by this particular task such as the amygdala, or a region or network that is not involved in processing stress or negative affect at all, such as the cognitive control network, or the cue-reactivity network).

Brain activity patterns were, however, useful in predicting who would be more likely to respond to prazosin. Specifically, greater deactivation to high-threat relative to low threat predicted clinical deterioration on prazosin. The mechanism by which deactivation in this area may increase an individual\'s chance of doing poorly during prazosin treatment is unknown. One possibility is that prazosin causes deterioration in some other neural system which is protective against relapse. In those who don\'t have high levels of reactivity in the vmPFC (e.g. in individuals with less deactivation in that region), this negative effect of the medication is not excessively problematic, perhaps because their vmPFC is still functioning at an optimal level. However, those with high reactivity (those with greater deactivation to high threat relative to low threat), are more susceptible to this negative side effect. If this finding was replicated in future work, this may serve as a useful marker for identifying people more or less likely to benefit from prazosin for AUD relapse prevention (i.e. those with lower deactivation to high-threat relative to low-threat would be more likely to benefit from prazosin).

There were several limitations, the most important of which was this was a small sample which limited our power to detect effects. For the latent growth curve analyses, model fit statistics were poor, except for the model with vmPFC-AL, and further work in this area would benefit from larger sample sizes. Moreover, the sample was too small to adequately investigate additional subgroups. For example, exposure to childhood trauma ([@bib0025]; [@bib0073]), or diastolic blood pressure ([@bib0032]; [@bib0069]) which could affect or mark (respectively) levels of baseline noradrenergic tone could have been explored as moderators of the relationship between clinical severity measures and brain activation and the effect of prazosin on brain circuitry. Also a larger sample, or including a group of healthy controls in future work could to try to look at hypotheses based on the "Inverted U" model ([@bib0012]) may have improved our ability to interpret these findings. That said, our findings are promising, especially for the potential value of vmPFC-AL region as a moderator of treatment outcome to prazosin, and could be replicated in larger samples.

5. Conclusion {#sec0019}
=============

In conclusion, our findings are important in that we replicated previous work showing deactivation in PCC and vmPFC to high threat relative to low threat stimuli in AUD. Furthermore, prazosin reduced subjective anxiety to the high threat stimulus, but did not affect brain activation during an anticipatory anxiety task. Third, subjective levels of anxiety and brain activation in ventromedial prefrontal cortex predicted treatment outcomes in individuals with AUD undergoing treatment with prazosin during a clinical trial. The results raise interesting questions which could inform future research into identifying clinically useful moderators of treatment outcome on prazosin.
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Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at [doi:10.1016/j.nicl.2020.102162](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2020.102162){#interref0001}.

[^1]: AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, PDA = percent days abstinent, DPW = drinks per week, DPDD = drinks per drinking day, BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, ALS = Afffective Lability Scale, STAI = State-Trait Anxiety Index, HT = high-threat, LT = low-threat, CIWA = Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment of Alcohol Scale.

[^2]: Note: When analyses of baseline differences were limited to the *n* = 23 that followed up for the second scan, there were still no significant differences between the groups for any of the demographic or behavioral variables at baseline. Dropouts did not significantly differ from individuals who followed up (Table S4).

[^3]: SE = standard error, HT = high-threat, LT = low-threat, HT-LT = high threat minus low threat, PCC = percent signal change in the posterior cingulate cortex, dlPFC = percent signal change in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, vmPFC = percent signal change in the left ventromedial prefrontal cortex (yellow region, [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}), Anxiety = in-scan subjective ratings of anxiety to task stimuli.
